Introduction
Natural bundles FY defined on objects Y from some categories over manifolds play essential role in the modern differential geometry, [5] . They constitute an approach to geometrical constructions (natural operators), [5] . Natural operators transforming respective type vector fields on Y into vector fields on FY are especially important because they are used to define some other natural operators. (For example natural operators lifting vector fields from manifolds M into Τ M (resp. T r M = JQ(R, M)) are used practically in all known geometrical constructions lifting classical linear connections on M into classical linear connections on Τ M (resp T r M = JQ (R, M)), [6] , [7] .) The most important operator lifting respective type vector fields on Y to vector fields on FY is the so called flow operator (defined for all bundle functors F), [5] , [2] .
Natural bundles FY on fibred manifolds (surjective submersions between manifolds) are very important because of physical motivations. [3] ). Constructions on connections are studied in many papers, e.g. [1] , [4] , [6] , [7] , e.t.c.
Any natural bundle FY of order r on fibred manifolds Y is associated to the so called fibred r-order frame bundle, [5] . We will denote the r-th order fibred frame bundle by L r jibY. Because of the above mentioned role of L r j ib Y it seems important to study constructions of connections on L r j ih Y. In the present paper we give a construction of a general connection
To realize such a construction we need some operator transforming all vector fields on Y into vector fields on L r^i bY. Unfortunately, the flow operator is defined only on the so called projectable vector fields on Y. That is why we need extend the flow operator to an operator defined on all vector fields.
All manifolds and maps between manifolds (considered in this note) are assumed to be smooth (of class C°°). Manifolds are assumed to be paracompact finite dimensional and without boundaries. Prom now on we will denote this trivial bundle q : Y we denote the space of all r-jets at (0,0) G R m,n of TM m ,n-maps ψ :
It is a fibred manifold with respect to the projection
covering Φ given by L r fi^( j r {0fi) ip) = ^0 β) (Φοψ), A general concept of natural operators can be found in [5] . We need (in particular) the following partial definition of natural linear operators. 
